Dyslexic thinking skills

**Visualising**
Interacting with space, senses, physical ideas & new concepts.
(75% of dyslexics are above average at Visualising).

**Reasoning**
Understanding patterns, evaluating possibilities & making decisions.
(84% of dyslexics are above average at Reasoning).

**Imagining**
Creating an original piece of work, or giving ideas a new spin.
(84% of dyslexics are above average at Imagining).

**Connecting**
Understanding self; connecting, empathising & influencing others.
(80% of dyslexics are above average at Connecting).

**Communicating**
Crafting & conveying clear & engaging messages.
(71% of dyslexics are above average at Communicating).

**Exploring**
Being curious & exploring ideas in a constant & energetic way.
(84% of dyslexics are above average at Exploring).